Speech Act of Thanking: A Contrastive Analysis among Iranian EFL learners in terms of gender and level of proficiency
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ABSTRACT. The speech act of thanking is one of the fairly neglected areas of research in the Iranian context. The present study seeks to investigate the ways in which this social act is expressed by young male and female EFL learners. To collect the data for this study sixty participants (30 males, 30 females) were selected randomly from among the population of BA and MA students of Najafabad university and students learning English in a language institutes located in Najafabad. The major focus of this study was the role that gender and individuals’ level of proficiency might play in the application of thanking strategies. Students were asked to complete a discourse completion test (DCT). They were supposed to read thirteen natural situations, and react to them via expressing gratitude. In order to analyze the utterances of thanking, Cheng’s coding scheme was employed. Students’ responses were further classified according to the gender and level of proficiency. The results revealed that the females were more cautious in selecting strategies of gratitude. Individuals’ level of proficiency was also found to play an important role in the process of strategy selection.

1. INTRODUCTION

Producing the appropriate language in different situations is essential for successful communication; in order to achieve this goal, one should acquire pragmatic competence alongside the grammatical one.

Mey (1993) has mentioned that pragmatics is the science of language which is practiced by people in their real lives; he also asserted that speech acts are the most fundamental part of pragmatics. Cutting (2002) defined speech acts as actions which are performed by saying something and stated that being able to use the appropriate speech acts can be defined as having the knowledge to communicate with others. One of the most commonly used speech acts in everyday interactions is the speech act of gratitude which has been defined as a kind of illocutionary act that a speaker performs based on the act of the hearer in the past (Eisenstein & Bodman, 1986, p. 167).

In order to express the gratitude one can use words of thanks, praise or appreciation (Van Ek, 1977, as cited in Eisenstein & Bodman, 1986). The word “thank you” expresses an emotional attitude and there are several phrases which may be used by speakers in thanking. Since thanking has a societal role, learners should acquire rules for expressing gratitude in the target language. From the fact that thanking is implemented by means of standardized routines, learners not only should know the semantic formulas needed in thanking situations, but also have to interpret the appropriate time to apply these formulas (Blum-Kulka & Olshtain, 1984).

Moreover, the daily language and use of speech acts may be affected by factors among which gender is one (Wardhaugh, 2002); so conducting a study which focuses on the differences that exist between males/females in expressing the speech act of gratitude is necessary.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW

While many studies have been performed to examine the ways in which compliments are used and responded to (Pomerantz, 1978; Wolfson & Manes, 1980; Holmes, 1986) little attention has been paid to the expressions of gratitude.

The most important point about the expressions of gratitude is that although people learn to express them at an early age, and the native speakers of all languages express them in the most appropriate way, previous research studies revealed that, even advanced language learners have difficulty adequately expressing gratitude (Eisenstein & Bodman, 1986, 1993; Hinkel, 1994).

Children are constantly instructed by parents or caregivers that thanking is a matter of politeness, however, like many politeness conventions, there appears to be a large degree of cross-cultural variation in the use and realization of thanking expressions.

Based on the societal function of thanking which is brought out in the early stages of life, Eisenstein and Bodman (1968) mentioned that if expressions of gratitude are used appropriately, they can provide feelings of warmth and solidarity among interlocutors, they also stated the point that Expressions of gratitude can be grouped as simple, phatic utterance to lengthy communicative events developed by both giver and recipient of a gift, favor, reward or service.

Thus, saying thank you, may pose problems for a second language learner, who needs to know when and how to thank in the target culture (Bodman & Eisenstein, 1988; Eisenstein & Bodman, 1986, 1993). The problem is typically debated in terms of when and how thanking is an appropriate response to the social situation. As Coulmas (1981, P.75) puts it: The social relation of the participants and the inherent properties of the object of gratitude work together to determine the degree of gratefulness that should be expressed in a given situation. Differences in this respect are obviously subject to cultural variation.

Therefore, according to the rules of politeness in a second language community, simply knowing how to say thank you in a second language does not mean one is capable of recognizing the situations when thanking is appropriate or the extent to which thanks should be given.

Apte's (1974) study is one of the earliest investigations of expressions of thanking. He compared giving thanks in Marathi and Hindi to expressing gratitude in American English and found that "the usage of gratitude expressions in American culture is much more extensive than in South Asian communities" (p. 84). While in the American English giving thanks for favors, gifts or services is considered appropriate and expected, for Marathi and Hindi expressing gratitude to family members or close friends for favors violates the feeling of closeness, as it is the duty of family members and close friends to help each other.

In another influential study Eisenstein and Bodman (1986) compared the use of expressions of gratitude by groups of participants with different language backgrounds and American English native speakers. They found that while certain language groups performed better than others, e.g. the results of the Russian speakers were better than those of the Japanese speakers, "the problems exhibited by [their] non-native speakers were extensive and severe" (1986, p. 173).

Cheng (2005) also studied the similarities and differences between native speakers of Chinese and native speakers of English in expression of gratitude by examining the length of their utterances and their use of strategies through a discourse completion task questionnaire. He also examined the sign of pragmatic development and the influence of their first language on producing the expressions of gratitude in the speech act behavior among Chinese learners of English. The results showed that Chinese and English native speakers had different choices of thanking strategies. The findings of his study revealed that the difference in length of speech and use of strategies were affected by contextual variables, social status, and familiarity.

Like the previously mentioned studies Ohashi’s (2000) PhD thesis revealed another interesting fact about the expressions of gratitude, in his thesis he clearly states that Japanese thanking is not the expression of gratitude or appreciation, but a symbolic repayment of debt with which the beneficiary redresses the debt-credit imbalance. This result is in line with Miyake (1994), Nakata (1989), Nakai and Watanabe (2000). Nakamura (2005) comparing English and Japanese thanks noted that while American English native speakers tended to use more compliments when
expressing gratitude than Japanese native speakers, Japanese native speakers employed more apologetic expressions.

Regarding Persian, Farnia and Suleiman (2009) studied the thanking expressions of Iranian EFL learners. They reported that Iranian and American respondents employed the same patterns of strategies in responding to the questionnaires. However, the findings of this study suggested that language proficiency did not affect EFL learners’ use of strategies while expressing gratitudes in English.

Janani (1995), on the other hand, investigates the issue of levels of proficiency on gratitude expressions of Persian EFL learners. He claims that the differences which exist between the performances of students from different levels of proficiency is meaningfully significant.

Therefore, careful consideration of the controversial results of previous studies can lead us to the fact that a comprehensive study is needed for finding the reality about the ways in which gender and levels of proficiency may affect the Iranian EFL learners’ thanking expressions.

3. METHODOLOGY

This study seeks to answer the following research questions:

Q1: Is there any significant difference between expressions of thanking used by Iranian EFL learners according to their level of proficiency?
Q2: Is there any significant difference between expressions of thanking of Iranian EFL learners according to their gender?

3.1. Participants

Sixty EFL learners, including 30 male and 30 female students were randomly selected from BA and MA students of the Najafabad University and students learning English in a language institutes located in Najafabad. The participants’ age ranged from 18 to 26 and they were from different regions of Iran. Participants were selected from different genders to investigate the role of sex in the selection of thanking strategies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (mean)</td>
<td>21.85</td>
<td>20.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2. Instruments

As to the purpose of the present study, the following types of materials were used for data collection:

The Oxford Placement Test

The Oxford Placement Test (Allan, 2004) is a valid and reliable test and a highly effective instrument in grouping students into appropriate levels. It can also be used as a quick measurement of students’ general language proficiency. The test and its criteria for placement was used to appropriately place learners in relevant proficiency levels.
The Discourse Completion Test (DCT)

In this study the DCT from a previously conducted study by Pishghadam and Zarei (2011) was used for collecting the needed data. The test consists of 13 scenarios and the respondents were supposed to imagine themselves in each situation and respond accordingly based on their immediate reaction.

The DCT constituted two main parts. In the first part, the participants were asked to give some information about their age and sex. In the second part, the participants were to read the scenarios, and react to them via expressing gratitude.

3.2.1. Rationale to Apply a Previously used Instrument

Reviewing the literature of speech act research conducted in the Iranian context shows that the researchers use either standard or self-designed format of DCTs. Obviously the standard version of the DCT which have been designed and validated by the Iranian-speaking researchers are more suitable for eliciting data; therefore instead of designing a new DCT, the researcher applied a standard one to facilitate the process of data collection.

3.3. Procedures

As the initial stage, a proficiency test (Oxford Placement Test (OPT)) was administered to ascertain the level of proficiency of participants, then all the 60 participants of the study were asked to complete a DCT and after gathering the needed data the participants responses were coded in accordance with a coding scheme proposed by Cheng (2005), finally the utterances of male and female participants from different levels of proficiency were compared with each another. The thanking strategy consists of two major subcategories: (a) simple thanking, by using the word thank you or thank, and (b) elaborated thanking, including four sub-subcategories (i) by thanking and adding one intensifier, (ii) by thanking and adding two intensifiers (iii) thanking for (reason), by thanking and mentioning the reason, and (iv) thanking + intensifier + for (reason), by thanking and adding intensifier(s) and the reason. Coding and examples are provided for each subcategory as follows:

(a) Simple thanking, by using the word thank you or thanks

_ //Ty/// Thank you.
_ //Ts/// Thanks.

(b) elaborated thanking

(i) by thanking and adding one intensifier

_ //TV/// Thank you very much.
_ //TV/// Thanks a lot.

(ii) by thanking and adding two intensifiers

_ //TIV/// Thank you very much indeed.

(iii) by thanking and stating the reason (thanking + for + reason). The reason is further categorized into three parts: favor (coded as //Rf//), imposition (coded as //Ri//), and positive feelings (coded as //Rp//)

_ //TRf// Thank you for your consideration and your attention to all of the things that we brought forward.
After gathering the needed data via using a DCT, the responses of learners within each group of proficiency were coded according to the scheme proposed by Cheng, and then the thanking expressions of male and females within each group were compared and contrasted with one another.

4. RESULTS

The two hypotheses of the study mentioned below were tested, the results of which would be yielded in details.

1. There is no significant difference between the expressions of thanking used by Iranian EFL learners according to their level of proficiency.

2. There is no significant difference between expressions of thanking used by Iranian EFL learners according to their gender.

4.1. Research Hypothesis 1

There is no significant difference between the expressions of thanking used by Iranian EFL learners according to their level of proficiency.

In order to see whether this is the case or not, the participants were classified according to their level of proficiencies, then the thanking strategies which had been codified according to the Cheng coding scheme were compared with one another. The results revealed a significant difference between the participants with different levels of proficiency. Table 3 summarizes the frequency percentage of the strategies used by individuals in each level of proficiency.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level of knowledge</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>intermediate Valid</td>
<td>A-a</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A-bi</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>upper intermediate Valid</td>
<td>A-a</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A-bi</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A-bii</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>advanced Valid</td>
<td>A-bi</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A-bii</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A-biii</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the above mentioned table advanced students tend to use the A-biii strategies more than the other types of the strategies while the upper-intermediates prefer the A-bii strategies. The following table deals with the amount of the difference which exists between the individuals with different levels of proficiency.
Table 4

Differences between the individuals according to their level of proficiency

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inter-group</td>
<td>48.400</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>24.200</td>
<td>56.417</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within group</td>
<td>24.450</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>.429</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>72.850</td>
<td>59</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. Research Hypothesis 2

There is no significant difference between expressions of thanking used by Iranian EFL learners according to their gender. Careful consideration of the results presented in the following tables can reveal the differences that exist between the male and female Persian speakers.

Table 5

Frequency percentage of the strategies according to the gender of individuals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Frequency Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>A-a</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A-bi</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A-bii</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A-biii</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>A-a</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A-bi</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A-bii</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A-biii</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As can be seen the male participants preferred the A-a strategies while the female ones used the A-bii and A-biii strategies with a higher degree of frequency.
Table 6

Differences between the individuals according to their level of proficiency

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inter-group</td>
<td>8.817</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8.817</td>
<td>7.986</td>
<td>.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within group</td>
<td>64.033</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>1.104</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>72.850</td>
<td>59</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The data presented in the above mentioned table displays the role of gender in applying different types of strategies for expressing gratitude toward others.

6. DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS

The first research question addressed the effects level of proficiency may have on selecting the strategies of gratitude. In response to this question, the first null hypothesis was formulated. Regarding the speech act of thanking the results of the present study revealed a significant effect of the level of knowledge on using different types of strategies.

Advanced participants of the study preferred the complicated type of strategies within but the upper-intermediate and intermediate individuals used the strategies that were a bit simpler according to the Cheng coding scheme.

The second research question focused on the difference between male and female EFL learners in employing thanking strategies. Findings showed that females try harder for expressing gratitude in order not to threaten the face of their addresses. Therefore, it was concluded that there was a difference between male and female respondents as far as employing the thanking strategies are concerned.

The findings with respect to the second hypothesis were in accordance with those of Pishghadam and Zarei (2011); within their article they state that females are more conservative than the male speakers. The reason Parvaresh and Esfami rasekh (2009) proposed for the conservative behavior of the female Persian speakers is related to the Islamic culture of Iran. They state that whenever the addressee is of the opposite sex, solidarity is usually overridden by considerations of deference. They relate the behavior of the Iranian females to the element of social power which is generally associated with males. Another reason for their finding is related to the psychological factors that may challenge the young women from each society. They assert that the young girls prefer the indirect ways of expressing imposition, just to make their speeches more ladylike.

In addition, with regard to the second hypothesis, the findings of this study run counter to previous research by Farahani & Molkizadeh (2013), Koczogh's (2011), and Okamoto (2002). Farahani & Molkizadeh (2013) showed that gender has no significant role in the process of strategy selection. Moreover, Koczogh's (2011) found no statistically significant gender difference in his data in the use of different types of strategies in terms of their frequency.

Likewise, the findings of the present study is in opposition to Okamoto’s (2002, p.102) view that “gender cannot be isolated as an independent variable for determining language use, and other variables need to be considered as simultaneously relevant”. Gender and politeness researchers should pay greater attention to intra-gender and inter-gender similarities in strategic discourse, as the data has revealed, there are many interesting patterns that, whilst traditionally ascribed to both male and female speech style politeness, are used differently by the two groups.

7. CONCLUSIONS

Based on the above-presented discussion some concluding remarks can be drawn. Most importantly, a positive correlation was found between being a female and degree of conservativeness. That is, female participants were more concerned about the face needs of their
addresses. This study also found significant differences between the strategies that male and female respondents with different levels of proficiency selected to express gratitude to their addresses. Thus, according to the results of the present study, although one cannot make big claims regarding the generalizability of the findings, it can be concluded that both gender and level of proficiency can strongly affect the process of strategy selection. The following conclusions were, eventually, drawn as the results of the present study:
1. Level of proficiency has a significant effect on using different strategies of gratitude.
2. Significant differences exist between the thanking strategies that male and female EFL learners mostly employ.
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